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R E S O L U T I O N

WHEREAS, The waning days of the 82nd Legislative Session

offer an opportune time to commend the staff of the House Research

Organization, for it has once again played a key role in the

successful operations of this chamber; and

WHEREAS, Members of the house rely heavily on the impartial

information that this department provides with regard to

legislation and many other topics of concern; throughout the

session, the House Research Organization produces the "Daily Floor

Report," with a comprehensive analysis of bills scheduled for floor

debate on the house calendar; the department also produces a number

of other invaluable studies, including reports on significant

policy issues; and

WHEREAS, The staff responsible for this meticulous work

includes manager Thomas L.AWhatley and staff members Rita P.ABarr,

Katie H.AClosmann, Catherine A.ADilger, Lauren R.ADooley, Kellie

A.ADworaczyk, Laura J.AHendrickson, Thomas F.AHowe, Andrei

Y.ALubomudrov, Julia G.AMontgomery, Julie Nieto, Blaire D.AParker,

Philip H.AParker, Elizabeth M.APaukstis, Melissa M.AShannon, Ariel

L.AWitkin, Tanikqua S.AYoung, Kristie A.AZamrazil, and Elissa

F.AZlatkovich; and

WHEREAS, Each legislative session presents a challenging

work environment, and the accuracy and efficiency of this staff in

the face of a tremendously heavy workload have earned it our

heartfelt admiration and gratitude; now, therefore, be it
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RESOLVED, That the House of Representatives of the 82nd Texas

Legislature hereby honor the staff of the House Research

Organization for its outstanding efforts in behalf of this body;

and, be it further

RESOLVED, That an official copy of this resolution be

prepared for each member of the House Research Organization staff

as an expression of high regard by the Texas House of

Representatives.
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